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DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF DISLOCATION-FREE ICE 

By KAZUHIKO lTAGA KI 

(U.S. Army Cold Regions R esearch and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, N ew 
Hampshire 03 755, U.S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. Dielectric proper ties of dislocation-free hoar-fros t ice crystals were m easured in the a udio
frequency range. Anom alously small relaxation strength was found in the dislocation-free area of the 
crys ta l samples while dislocations delibera tely in troduced by scra tching the samples drastically modified the 
relaxa tio n strength. Since m easurements m a d e in the area of high dislocation d ensity indicated norma l 
behavior, electrically cha rged disloca tions a re considered to be the source of the norma lly observed d ielectric 
relaxa tion . 

R EsuME. Propriitis dielectriques de la glace sans dislocation. Les proprietes dielectriq ues d e cristaux de glace 
sans d islocat ion obtenus pa r croissance a pa rtir de phase vapeur on t e te determinees d a ns le d omaine d 'audio
freque nce. Nous avons observe un effet d e r elaxation anorma lem en t fa ible dans le cas d 'echantillons sans 
dislocation alors que l' introduct ion volonta ire d e dislocations provoq uee en gra ttant l'eprouvette, m odifie 
fortem ent cet effet de rela xa tion . Etant d onne que les mesures fa ites d ans les cas ou la d ensite de disloca tio n 
es t elevee indiquant un compor tement norma l, nous pensons que les dislocations cha rgees eIectriquem e nt 
sont a l'origine de la relaxation dielcctrique ha bituellement observee. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . D ielektrische E igenschaften von versetZUllgsfreiem Eis. Die dielektrischen Eigcnscha fte n 
von versetzungsfreien R eifkristallcn wurden im kHz-Bereich gem essen . In dem versetzungsfreien Bereich 
der Krista llproben wurde eine ungewohnlich kleinc Relaxation gefu nd en, dagegcn vera nderten Versetzungen , 
die durch Kratzen an d en Proben a bsichtlich cingcfUhr t wurd cn , die R elaxation e n tscheidend. Da M es
sungen , die im Bereich hoher Versetzungsdich te vorgenommen wurdcn, gewohnliches Verhalten anzeigte n, 
sind elcktrisch geladene V ersetzungen die Quelle del' Ublicherweise beobachteten dielektrischen Relaxat io n . 

I NTROD UCTION 

Dielectric relaxa tion a nd internal friction of ice in the a udio-frequency ra nge have been 
a ttributed to the Bjerrum defects, i. e. either the absence of a proton or the double occupancy 
of a single hydrogen bond in the ice structure (Bjerrum, 1951 ; Granicher a nd others, 1957 ; 
Onsager a nd Dupuis, 1962; Bass, 1958). This mechanism has been recentl y questioned, since 
up to five separate dielectric relaxation spectra have been observed wi th the advent of more 
sensitive equipment and b etter samples, indicating that m a ny other mecha nisms are opera ting 
(Von Hippel, 1971 ). 

These new data cannot be adequately explained by a single point-defec t m echanism. No 
theory based on the point-defect mecha nism could successfully incorpora te the new relaxation 
data involving the effects of handling a nd a nnealing. A seri es of experiments, on which a 
paper is in preparation, which measured the charge on dislocations in ice as well as the 
dependence of dielectric properties on sample handling, age, a nd plastic defo rma tion indicates 
that som e of the dielectric relaxation spectra in the audio-frequency range m ay be controlled 
by the m o tion of charged dislocations. To define the extent of dislocation contribution to the 
dielectric relaxation spectra, measurements of the dielectric properties of dislocation-free ice 
were under taken. 

EXPE RIMENT 

Va por-g rown ice crys ta ls, such as hoa r frost, genera ll y have a rela tively la rgc dislocation
free a rea (Mizuno, 1973) . A Lang X-ray topogram of a hoar-fros t crys ta l shown in Figure 1 
illustrates the dislocation-free area in the drawn circle. T he dark para lle l lines are due to 
Pendelosung fringes caused by differences in thickness or stacking faul ts (persona l communica
tion from A. H igashi). No dislocation lines a re seen within the circle. F ield direc tions of a ll 
mcasurem en ts were very close to the <000 I > direction. 
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Fig. 1. X -ray topogram of vapor-grown (hoar-frost ) ice crystal. Differences in thickness make the parallel lines. Dielectric 
relaxation was measured in the dislocation-free area in the circle before mId after scratching. Length cif diffraction vector 
(arrow) is I mm. 

The size of the crysta l is small and any kind of handling m ay introduce dislocations. A 
special mercury electrode system was therefore used to measure small sample a reas without 
introducing dislocations into the crysta l. Figure 2 indicates the schema tic diagram of the 
electrode system . The area of contact was roughly I mm2 depending on the a pplied pressure. 
A General R adio GR 16 15 a .c. bridge system was used for the capacitance and loss measure
ments a t frequencies between 2 0 H z and 100 kHz. Since no a ir gap is formed , m os t problems 
assoc ia ted with solid electrodes can be avoided , a lthough direct contact of mercury on the ice 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of electrode system. 
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crystals would cause an electrode pola rization wh ich m ay affect the results. The situation is 
still comparable to most previous measurements which used evapora ted gold elec trode 
systems. Every effort was made to establish the maximum possible contact area so tha t stray 
capacitance is minimized . Sample temperature was m easured by a thermocouple in the a ir 
near the sample. 

RESULTS 

The real a nd imagina ry pa rts of the capacitance C, C" of dislocation-free ice a re shown 
in Figure 3 by d as hed lines. A Cole- Cole plot of the dielectric m easurements is shown in 
Figure 4 by triang les . I ote that ve ry little change is observed in the p lot of C' and C" versus 
frequency, still the Cole- Cole semi-circle is a reasonable shape considering the diffi culties in 
m easuring such a sm a ll sample. Absolute values of dielectric constants and loss could not be 
d e termined since the area of the electrodes varies with the pressure app lied to the crystal 
a nd the thickness o[ the crystal was a lso not uniform. Assuming that K oo ' = 3.2 (the value 
[o r 100 kHz), the static dielectric constant K O' was calculated as 3.8 a nd the relaxatio n time 
T was 8.3 X 10- 6 S at - 20°C [or this particula r sample (M20j6) . T and K O' were calculated 
from the slope a nd intercept from a plot o[C' versus K"W after Von Hippel and others ( 1971 ) . 
A rough calculation of K 00 ' determined from the thickness of the ice a nd the size of the electrodes 
agreed within a n order of magnitude. The range o[ values o[ other samples is shown in 
Table I. 

The same area was then scratched by the tip of a hypodermic n eedle through the upper 
m ercury electrode to introduce dislocations, and dielectric relaxa tion was measured again. 
The result, shown in Figure 3 by solid lines, indicates an enormous change in both th e real 
and imaaina ry pa rts of the dielec tric constants. Little change in C' at 100 kHz was observed 
before and after th e scratching indicating that the cha nge in contact a rea is not the cause o[ 
this drast ic change. A lthough the Cole- Cole plo t shown in Figure 4 by fill ed circles was 
considerabl y skewed , two pronounced spectra (T = 8.85 X 10- 6 and 6.23 X 10- 3 S a t - 18°C) 
were found neither o[ which fit the ra nge o[ spec trum 3 defined by Von Hippel a nd others 
( 197 1) . 
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Fig. 3. FreqllenC)' versus real (C ) and imaginary (C") /Jarts of capacitance before (.H 20 /6 ) and after (M 20!7 ) scratching. 
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( o ) Before scrol chlng T ~ 8 .4 x 10-1'; s 01 -200'C, K~ ~ 3 .86 (M2 0 /6 ) 

( e ) Afler scrolchlng T ~ 1.0 x 10- 5 s 01 -18 2'C , KO~ 4 .75{ M20 17 ) 

( 0 ) HiQh d isl oca tion de ns ity specim e n 
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Fig. 4. Cole-Cole plot of the dataJrom 11,12016, M 2017, and M 2[11, assuming that the dielectric permittivity for lOO kHz 
is 3,2. 

TADLE I. DATA WITH KO' SMALLER THAN 10 

Experiment d.e. 
number KO' .,. X 10- 5 conductivity T emperature 

s (Om)-I °C 
MI7/ 1 4·77 1.14 5.94 X 10- 10 - 27.8 
M I8/ 1 4·95 I. ;! 0* - 25.8 
M I8/2 3.98 2.64 - 27·3 
MI8 /3 3-45 1.6 1 9 X IO- I2 - 27. 1 
MI9 /2 4·95 0.852 - 26.6 
M20/ 1 4·35 0.56 1.2 X 10- 11 - 24.0 
M20 /2 4·47 0·553 -25.0 
M20/3 3.56 0.905 0 * - 26.0 
M20 /5 4.0 1 0 .423 2.43 X 10- 9 - 19.8 
M20 /6 3.86 0.84 - 20.0 
M20/7 4·75 0.885t 2.76 x 10- 8 - 18.2 
M 22/2 3.67 0.3 12 - 21.6 
M 21/ 1 4.01 0. 796 4.55 X 10- 12 - 26.2 
M23!2 3·97 0.428 0* - 26·4 
M24 / 1 4.58 0'445t - 26·9 
M 24/2 4·13 0.61 4 -25·7 
M 32/ 1 4·9 1.99 - 10.0 
M 36/ 1 7-4 1.07 - 10.0 
M 37/ 1 7-46 2.98 -10.0 
M41 / 1 9. 18 1.93 - 10.0 

* No observable differen ce from background current. 
t Values obtained from hig her frequency range spectrum. 

N ote> 

Before scratch i ng 
After scratching 

Area A 
Area B 

T he same b atch of hoar frost a lso included crystals with very high dislocation density (as 
shown in Fig. 5), presumably due to interaction with neigh boring crystals. The dielectric 
r elaxation of the encircled area in Figure 5 is shown by solid lines in Figure 6, together with 
the data from dislocation-free ice (dashed line) . Both C' and C" were very large compared 
with the disloca tion-free area . Even the high-frequency end of the spectrum is considerabl y 
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higher than for the dislocation-free ice. As shown in Figure 4 b y open circles, the Cole-Cole 
plot was close to that of norma l ice. Therefore, the anomalously small relaxation strength also 
shown in Figure 4 is not an a rtefact due to this peculiar electrode system or sample prepara
tion. 

Fig. 5. X -ray topogram oJ crystal with high dislocation density. D ielectric relaxation oJ the circled portioll is shown ill Figure 6. 
L ength if diffractioll vector (arrow ) is I 1I1m. 

Dielectric re laxation measurem ents on the second crystal were made in a reas with some 
disloca tions (A) a nd with no dislocations (B) shown in Figure 7. As shown in Figures 8 and 9, 
sma ll numbers of existing disloca tions dras ticall y modified the relaxation spectra , especially 
in the low-frequency range. Difference in C' a t 100 kHz is sma ll , indicating tha t the ratios of 
a rea to thickness of areas (A) a nd (B) were not much differen t. T he maj or source of the 
difference is, therefore, in the crysta l. Analysis of the results fro m area (A) indicated widely 
spread relaxation spectra. 

It was still suspected tha t a n unobservably thin air gap or dielec tric film might have caused 
the a nomalously small dielectric relaxation in dislocation-free ice. An experiment was 
therefore mad e using ice with a h igh dislocation density ( K O' = 106) in order to determine 
whether an invisible air gap could be created which reduced K O' to the observed ra nge of 4 to 6. 
No such invisible gap could be created, and K O' dropped to th e o bserved range only when the 
a ir gap was visible. The appa rent relaxation time on this icc- a ir-gap system a lso dropped to 
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about one-tenth that of ice. A theoretical calculation of the ice- air-gap system indicated that 
an air-gap thickness of o. I to 0.2 mm would be required to reduce Ko' to the observed value 
of 6. This would also r educe the apparent relaxation time to about one-tenth of the original 
value, as found in the experiment with the deliberately introduced air gap. If a dielectric 
film is responsible for the reduction of KO" the thickness must be thicker than 0.2 mm unless 
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Fig. 6. Frequency versus C, C" qf area with high dislocation density (M 2I/I, solid lines) compared with the dislocation-free 
area (M 20/6, dashed lines ) . 

Fig. 7. X-ray topogram of hoar frost with some dislocation (A ) and dislocationj'ree (B) areas. Length cif diffraction vector 
(arrow) is I mm. 
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the dielectric permittivity is smaller tha n I . The existence of such dielectric ma teria l is 
unknown to us. T herefore, an invisibly thin air gap or a dielectric film cannot be responsible 
for the anomalously sm all dielectric relaxation. If the m ercury elec trodes make visua l 
contact with the ice specimen, the a noma lously small dielectric relaxa tion is not caused by a n 
air gap or film but by the sample itself. 
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Fig, 8. Frequency versus C' and C" oJ dislocation-free area (da shed line) in the circle B shown in Figure 7 (lW~ 24/2) are compared 
with that oJthe area A with some dislocations (solid line) (M 24/1). 
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Fig, 9. Cole- Cole /)Iots oJ NI 24/ I alld NI 24/2 indicate the drastic modification oJ the dielectric relaxa tion spectra by a small 
lIumber oJ dislocatiolls , R elaxation time T and stalic dielectric permittivity KO' are calculatedJor the higher frequency range
oJ the relaxatioll spectrulll . 

Another possible exp erimental error which may cause extremely sm all capacitance in the 
low-frequency range is stray capacitance in the untouched a rea. This possibility was pointed 
out by Dr G. P. J oha ri (personal communication). Theoretical calculatio n in the worst case 
(mercury making contact with ice a t the highes t poin t on ly) , however, yielded an apparent 
static dielectric consta nt K o = 20 for the geometry of the present measurem en ts which was no t 
included in the da ta presen ted here. Experiments using high dielectri c m aterials such as 
titana te ceramics supported this calculation. 
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DISCUSSION 

The results described here indicate that dislocations make large contributions to the 
dielectric relaxation. Two possible mechanisms to explain this large contribution are: 

I. Dislocations may be a source of point defects which are then responsible for the dielectric 
relaxation (e.g. Bjerrum defects). 

2. Since dislocations are electrically charged and are able to be driven by an electric field 
(Itagaki, 1970), pola rization due to displaced charged dislocations can contribute to 
the dielectric relaxation (I tagaki, 1969; Brantley and Ba uer, 1969). 

The first mechanism is unlikely, since the analysis of the relaxation spectra indicated that 
the contribution of spectrum 3 (defined by Von Hippel and others, 1971 and widely a ttributed 
to the Bjerrum defect) to the dielectric polarization of dislocation-free ice is very small if any. 
Frequently a very weak and poorly defined spectrum 3 was observed for strain-free ice of low 
dislocation density. Dislocation-free ice showed no spectrum 3. Scratching the ice by a 
hypodermic needle does not produce spectrum 3. If dislocations are the source of poin t 
defects which a re responsible for the spectrum 3, a strong increase in spectrum 3 should be 
expected. 

Since the high-dislocation area of hoar frost revealed normal spectrum 3, absence of 
spectrum 3 in dislocation-free hoar frost crystal cannot be caused by any peculiarity in the 
mercury electrode system nor in the hoar frost sample. Usually a well-defined and developed 
spectrum 3 was observed in the strain-free ice oflow dislocation d ensity only after considerable 
straining. The theory based on the Bjerrum d efect seems to give serious difficulties if one tries 
to explain the spectrum 3 by it. 

Theoretical studies (in preparation for publication) indicated that the second (charged
dislocation) mechanism is able to produce a dielectric polarization, as large as observed , 
including widely distributed relaxation times . The same dislocation sys tem is a lso able to 
cause the internal friction peaks observed in ice (Kneser and others, 1955; Schiller, 1958 ; 
Kuroiwa, 1965; VanDevender a nd 1tagaki, 1973). However, the reason why the relaxation 
strength a nd relaxation time of spectrum 3 was consistent for the wide range of sample 
preparation a nd handling made by previous researchers is not clear to the present author as 
yet. Probably dislocation networks produced during the heavy deforma tion may be res
ponsible. None of the previously published d ata were obtained from strain-free ice. 

In order to explain dielectric relaxations by the charged dislocation mechanism, most of the 
dislocations have to be screw dislocations since dielectric consta nts have little anisotropy. 
Edge dislocations cannot move out of the basal plane; therefore, no contribution to dielectric 
polarization in the c direction by electrically charged edge dislocations is expected. 

H ayes and Webb (1965), Webb and H ayes (1967), and Fukuda and Higashi (1969) 
identified the majority of dislocations in ice as t< I 120> type screw dislocations. I tagaki (1970) 
found that most of the disloca tions can be driven by an electric fi eld indicating that the screw 
dislocations can be electrically charged. Attempts were made to establish that the screw 
dislocations are electrically charged. Although the results obtained are still inconclusive and 
more well-controlled experiments are required, some hopeful results have been obtained. A 
brief discussion is given in the Appendix. 

The cause of the residual r elaxation is not clear. T he values of KO' and T were scattered 
over a wide range beyond the error of the m easurements, indicating a feature sensitive to 
structure. Dislocations may be generated at the edge of the mercury electrodes by the strong 
surface tension, or some other cause (oxidized mercury seems to be able to create dislocations) 
may cause the residual relaxation. Bjerrum defects may be another possible cause. 

It is interesting to note that d .c. conductivities measured in dislocation-free areas were 
considerably lower than the conductance of the best quality ice known to date (2 X 10- 9 
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Q- 'm- I ) (Camp and others, 1967). Scratching increased the d .c. conductance one order of 
magnitude above the value for an unscratched sample. These findings seem to indicate that 
charged di slocations are a lso responsible for the d. c. conductance either by the production of 
point d efects (presumably by ionic defects) or by conduction through the dislocation core. 

The r esults described here indicate that a major part of the dielectric relaxation is caused 
through the dislocation process, though the origin of the charge, as well as the motion of 
dislocations, may be controlled by the point defects (Glen, 1968 ; Whitworth and others, 
1976) . 
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APPENDIX 
A single crys tal of ice from the Mendenhall Glacier was oriented and cut to a 5 X 5 X 5 cm3 cube having major 

axes parallel to the edges of the cube. The cube was d eformed about 10% parallel to the basal plane in a < I 120> 
direc ti on by simple shear strain and cut into five sla bs parallel to {IOIO} plane after the d eform a tion as shown in 
Figure A. I. Since screw dislocations having Burgers vectors of opposite sign would move towards opposite 
directions under this shear condition, slab A would be dominated by dislocations with Burgers vectors of positive 
sign while sla b E would be d ominated by dislocations with Burgers vectors of nega ti ve sign after the shear . 
Dislocations wi th Burgers vectors of both signs should have the sam e sign of charge, otherwise the sign of the 
charge would be different depending on the coordinate system which define the sign of the Burgers vector. 

A rectangular bar of I X I X 5 cm3 hav ing its longest axis parallel to <11 20> was cut from each slab. The bar 
was mounted in a three-point bending system with the basal plane as the bending plane. Silver electrically 
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Fig. A.I. How the single-crystal block was sliced into five slabs after about 10% shear creep. 

conducting paint was used to make a pair of electrodes on the {1010} plane in the area where the stress was mostly 
shear. The pair of electrodes were connected to a General Radio 1230A electrometer through a coaxial cable. 
Two types of recording were made by using a H ewlett-Packard 7100B two-pen chart recorder for time versus stress 
and time versus charge generated. A H ewlett-Packard 7005B X- Y recorder was simulta neously used for stress 
versus charge generation. 
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Fig. A.2. Charge generation of slabs A- E of Figure A.I by shear stress. 
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Figure A.2 shows the relationship between stress (a bsc issa ) a nd charge genera tion (ordinate) for a fresh 

sample (top) a nd after several cycles (bottom) . These results indicate tha t very complex processes are involved. 
Except for the right-hand portion (positive stress) of slab A, however, a definitely different trend between slab E 
and slabs A, B, and C can be seen. In sla b E , positive stress produced positive charge, while in slabs A, B, and C 
negative stress produced positive charge. Since all sla bs were tested under identical conditions, these results can 
be expla ined by assuming that sla b E was rich in disloca tions with negative Burgers vectors while slabs A, B, 
and C were rich in positive Burgers vectors and sla b D conta ined mixed-sign dislocations. These results are 
encouraging, although oversimplification of the problem is evident. The source and sink of the dislocations, 
especially on the surface, may play a n important role a nd the positive stress side of sla b A m ay be controlled by 
the surface dislocation sources. 

DISCUSSION 

J. PEREZ: Do you think that dislocation-free crystals should also have a very small mechanical 
relaxation ? 

K . lTAGAKI : Quite possibly so. 

PEREZ: R. Vassoille in our laboratory has done low-frequency internal-friction measurements 
on various ice single crystals with dislocation densities from 103 to about 107 cm- 2 • 0 
fundamental difference was observed in the relaxation peak only the high-temperature 
interna l fri ction was affected by the varia tion of disloca tion density. 

ITAGAKI: Probably your lowest dislocation density is still too high. [Written addition to 
reply:] Normally the dislocation density required to produce the observed internal friction 
peak according to the Granato- Lucke theory is of the order of IOS/m 2 , which is two orders 
of magnitude lower than the dislocation d ensity you mention. Hoar frost crystals frequently 
produce a clean high tone when hit by a hard object, unlike ordinary processed and formed 
ice. Probably this fact indicates that the internal friction is pretty low at around - IOoe. 

J. G. PAREN: How stable is the behaviour you observe ? Your samples have high specfic area 
and are formed at low temperature ( - 16°C or - 20°C ) by vapour deposition. Some measure
ments suggest that ageing may occur to dielectric behaviour in this configuration. 

lTAGAKI: Unfortunately I cannot keep the crystal from sublimation for more than two days. 
Within this time span the change was usually negligible . The best flat hoar frost grew around 
- 16°C in air. In the earlier studies I grew hoar frost at a somewhat lower temperature 
around - 20°C, which resulted in a stepped surface structure. 
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